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M E M O R A N D U M
TO:

Fred Martin, Director
Senate Commerce Committee

FROM:

Laura Melvin, Analystcf

RE:

Medical Malpractice Litigation

/Y?,

In response to a growing concern about rising rates for medical
malpractice insurance and its possible curtailment of the
availability of health care services, the Florida legislature
in 1975 enacted the Medical Malpractice Reform Act. A major
provision of the act was that, before filing a malpractice suit,
the party had to first submit his claim to a three-member
mediation panel for a determination of actionable negligence.
The purpose of the panel was to eliminate frivolous claims and
facilitate settlement of meritorious claims.
The impact of the mediation panels on litigation of malpractice
claims is uncertain. A survey conducted by Professor Charles
Ehrhardt, FSU College of Law, of 2,162 malpractice suits filed
in the circuit courts of Florida from 1975 through June 30, 1978,
shows that in only 36.4% of the claims studied were mediation
hearings held. When a hearing was held, the mediation panel's
finding usually favored the defendant. Physicians demonstrated
a reluctance to participate in the mediation proceedings; 12.1%
waived their right to mediation and proceeded directly to court.
Of the malpractice claims surveyed only 3.1% were ultimately
presented to a jury. The others were settled or dismissed. Of
those presented to a jury, 53.2% received verdicts for the
Plaintiff/patient and 46.8% for the defendant/physician.
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Memorandum
To: Fred Martin
April 29, 1980
Page 2
In February, 1980, the Supreme Court of Florida declared the
Medical Malpractice Act unconstitutional because of its arbitrary
and capricious operation. The court viewed the jurisdictional
time limits within the statute as a two-edged sword. The ten
month limit on the mediation panel's jurisdiction could not be
extended, even in the face of unavoidable delay or waiver of the
limitation by the parties, because an extension beyond ten months
would create an unconstitutional barrier to the plaintiff's right
of access to the courts. On the other hand, failure to extend
the ten month limit in the light of delays which were the fault
of neither party was an unconstitutional deprivation of the
defendant/physician's right to mediation. The court found that
the physician had a statutory right to participate in mediation
and that such statutory property rights could not be capriciously
denied without violating procedural due process.
With the Medical Malpractice Act having been declared
unconstitutional, the plaintiff/patient and defendant/physician
now resume their original places, and the patient may file suit
directly with the circuit court.
There is much speculation about the impact that the abolition of
mediation panels will have on malpractice litigation and insurance
rates. However, since their value in reducing litigation was
debatable, the impact of their abolition will b e even less clear.
In response to the abolition of the mediation panels, the Florida
Medical Association has requested that the Legislature assist in
reducing the number of non-meritorious malpractice claims by
adopting SB 762. SB 762 would require that the court award
attorney fees to the prevailing party in all civil actions, not
simply malpractice suits.
In support of SB 762, the Florida Medical Association argues that
it is not unjust to require the losing party to make the winner
whole. In the FMA position paper supporting this legislation,
the following arguments are presented:
The defendant in a lawsuit loses even if he wins because
he must bear his own costs in defending a lawsuit.
This legislation will better control litigation by
preventing delay, misjoinder of parties, and demands for
productions of disputed evidence, because non-meritorious or
unnecessary tactics will be deterred.
Opposition to the bill seems to be based on a fundamental
concern about its inhibiting effect on legitimate claims by
persons of moderate income. The concern is that the bill would
screen out more than the nuisance or non-meritorious cases, that
it would also effectively discourage many which should be
litigated -- the serious and qualified claims. Opponents of the
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bill argue that the proposal would eliminate the opportunity for
the little guy to sue the big corporation, and cite as an example
the Pinto cases.
The impact of the proposal in reducing the number of malpractice
suits is unclear. The survey noted above shows that only 36.4%
of the malpractice claims studied proceeded to a mediation
hearing. Only 3.1% were ultimately presented to a jury; of
those presented to a jury, 46.8% received verdicts for the
defendant/physician. Furthermore, according to Professor Ehrhardt,
data compiled during the study did not establish whether the
legislative intent to encourage settlement of both meritorious
and non-meritorious malpractice claims was fulfilled by the
Florida mediation process.
The award of attorney fees to the prevailing party will probably
increase the litigation of small malpractice claims. Presently,
plaintiffs attorneys generally will not take a claim worth less
than $50,000 since the award would not justify the time and
cost involved and at the same time adequately compensate the
client. However, under the proposal, attorneys may be able to
litigate the small claims beca�se they would be awarded fees in
addition to the client's recovery for injuries.
The impact
filed. In
party, its
few (3.1%)

LM:ma

of this proposal will be on the number of claims
actual application of assessing fees to the prevailing
impact would probably be insignificant because so
eventually reach the jury.
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(I) All revenue in 'any one, year in excess of the .amount
On motion by Senator Hair, by two-thirds vote SB 1251 as
necessary to fund the appropriations for that period, shall be amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
deposited into a working capital fund which shall be maintained engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
in an amount fixed by law. Any revenue in excess of the was:
amount necessary to maintain the working capital fund shall
be used for tax relief. ·
. ·'. ·
..
Yeas-35
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the following statement
Mr: President Gorman'
McKnight
Stuart
·
be placed on the ballot:
Grizzle
Barron
Thomas
Myers
Carlucci
Hair
Tobiassen
Neal
CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT
Holloway
Chamberlin
Peterson
Trask
ARTICLE VII, SECTION I Jenne
Childers, D.
Vogt
Poole
Childers, W. D. Johnston
Scarborough
Ware
Proposing an amendment to the State Constitution to pro Dunn
MacKay
Scott
Williamson
hibit the rate of increase in the appropriations from state Fechtel
Maxwell
Skinner
Winn
general tax revenue from exceeding the estimated rate of Frank
McClain
Steinberg
growth of the economy of the state in any year. Any appro
priation in excess of this limitation is prohibited unless the Nays-None
legislature, by law, sets forth the dollar amount and the rate
by which the limit may be exceeded. A three-fifths vote of Vote after roll call:
each house is required for each appropriation in excess of the
Yea-Beard
limitation. Excess revenues will fund a working capital fund and
provide for tax relief,
On motion by Senator Hair, the rules were waived and SB
1251 after being engrossed was ordered immediately certified
Senator Scarborough presiding
to the House.
The President presiding

By the Committee on Commerce and Senator Anderson

SJR 437 passed by the required constitutional three-fifths
vote of the membership and was certified to the House. The
,-0te was:
Yeas-28
Mr. President
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel

Frank
Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Holloway
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott

Skinner
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-10
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Gordon

Jenne
Johnston
McKnight

Myers
-Steinberg
Stuart

Thomas

Votes after roll call:
Yea-Hill
Nay to Yea-Thomas
SB 1251-A bill to be entitled An act relating to th� pay
ment of jurors and witnesses; creating s. 40.301, Florida Stat
utes; establishing a juror and witness advancement account;
providing procedures for advance of state funds on requisition
by a clerk of the court; amending s. 40.35(1), Florida Statutes;
revising procedures for the Comptroller's audit and reconcilia
tion of statement of account rendered the clerk of the court;
providing an appropriation; providing an effective date.
-was read the second -time by title.
Senator Hair moved the following amendments which . were
adopted:
Amendment 1-0n page 3, line 1, strike "$900,000" and
insert: $800,000
Amendment 2--0n page 1, strike lines 16-29 and on page
2, strike lines 1-31 and renumber subsequent sections,
·Amendment 3-0n page 3, line 5, strike · all words iifter
"witnesses," strike all of lines 6 through and including line· 8.
Amendment 4-0n page 1 in title, lines 3-11, after the word
"witnesses;" strike a11 of lines 3-10 and including the word
"court;" on line 11.

CS for SB 762--A bill to be entitled An act relating to at
torney's fees in medical malpractice actions; requiring an
attorney fee award to the prevailing party in a medical mal
practice action; providing exceptions; requiring notice before
initiating such a civil proceeding; providing for equitable distri
bution of fees among prevailing parties and against nonpre
vailing parties; providing limitations on the recovery of such
fees against a nonprevailing party; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 762 was laid on
the t.able.
On motion by Senator Hair, by two-thirds vote CS for SB
762 was read the second time by title.
Senators Hair and Anderson offered the following amend
ments which were moved by Senator Hair and adopted:
Amendment 1-0n page 1, lines 14-29 and page 2 lines 1-6,
strike all of said lines and insert: WHEREAS, the Legislature
responded in 1975 to the dramatic rise in professional liability
insurance premiums for Florida physicians and the resulting
threat to the continuing availability of health care in the state
by creating medical liability mediation panels, and
WHEREAS, the Florida Supreme Court determined in Aldana
v. Holub, No. 63,612 (Feb. 28, 1980), that the jurisdictional
period provided for in the medical mediation act had proven to
be arbitrary and capricious in its operation which rendered the
act unconstitutional, and
WHEREAS, data from the period in which the medical medi
ation panels were in operation indicates that they provided an.
efficient and effective mechanism for screening out nonmeri
torious claims and for encouraging prompt settlement of those
claims with merit, and
WHEREAS, data from that same period reveals a significant
increase in both the frequency and severity of claims despite
the very positive benefits derived from the mediation panel
mechanism, and such data indicated a renewed crisis in the pro
fessional liability insurance market in the near future, and
WHEREAS, the effect of the invalidity of the mediation panel
statute and the removal of its proven positive results will be a
marked destabilization of the professional liability insurance
marketplace and a dramatic increase in professional liability
insurance premiums paid by health care providers in Florida,
thus precipitating a present crisis in the professional liability
insurance market, and
WHEREAS, the impact of significant market destabilization
and premium increases on the citizens of Florida will be felt
through significant increases in the costs of health care
services and the imminent danger of a drastic curtailment in
the availability of health care services, and
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WHEREAS, an alternative to the mediation panels is needed
which will similarly screen out claims lacking in merit and
which will enhance the prompt settlement of meritorious claims,
and
WHEREAS, the issue of liability is a primary issue to be
resolved in medical malpractice litigation while the issue of
damages is generally the primary issue in other areas of tort
litigation and, furthermore, comparative negligence is rarely an
issue in malpractice actions but is a prevalent issue in other
areas of the law, and
WHEREAS, a requirement whereby the prevailing party in
medical malpractice litigation is entitled to recover a reasonable
attorney's fee is effective where liability is the primary issue
and where comparative negligence is not at issue, but loses
its effectiveness and fairness in other contexts, and
WHEREAS, individuals required to pay attorney's fees to the
prevailing party will seriously evaluate the merits of a potential
medical malpractice claim, NOW, THEREFORE,
Amendment 2-On page 2, lines 28 and 29, strike "admits
liability and pursuant to Florida Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule

1.442,"

Senator Hair moved the following amendments which were
adopted:
Amendment 3-On page 2, line 28, strike "admits liability
and" and insert: a comma (,)
Amendment 4-0n page 2, line 19, strike the word "an" and
insert: on
Senators Hair and Anderson offered the following amend
ments which were moved by Senator Hair and adopted:
Amendment 5-On page 3, line 1, strike "admission and"
Amendment 6-On page 3, line 13, strike "October" and in
sert: July
Senator Gordon moved the following amendment which
failed:
Amendment 7-On page 3, between lines 6 and 7, insert the
following and renumber subsequent sections.
Section 2. Every health care provider licensed by the State
of Florida shall, as a condition of said license, maintain a
minimum liability coverage (as defined in Florida Statutes
768.64) with minimum limits of $100,000 per claim.
On motion by Senator Hair, by two·-thirds vote CS for SB
762 as amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered
engrossed and then certified to the House. The vote on passage
was:
Yeas-34
Anderson
Barron
Beard
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Fechtel
Frank

Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay

Maxwell
McClain
McKnight
Myers·
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scott
Skinner

Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

On motions by Senator W. D. Childers, the rules were waived
and by two-thirds vote SB 1054 was withdrawn from the Com
mittee on Ways and Means and by two-thirds vote placed next
on the special order calendar.
By the Committee on Commerce and Senator Anderson
CS for SB 1054-A bill to be entitled An act relating to pari
mutuels; amending ss. 550.081, 550.09, 550.10(1), 550.13, 550.16(2), 550.162, 550.262, 550.265(2)(b), 650.33(3), 550.37(5),
560.39(2), 550.42, 650.43, 551.06, 551.09(2), Florida Statutes; cre
ating s. 550.263, Florida Statutes; revising provisions relating
to allocation of horseracing periods of operation, taxes, fees,
commissions, and purses on pari-mutuel operations; providing
civil penalties; providing for deposit of occupational license
taxes; providing for distribution of moneys in the Pari-mutuel
Tax Collection Trust Fund and Pari-mutuel Wagering Trust
Fund and creating or naming same; providing for capital im
provement funds; revising provisions relating to breeder and
stallion awards; revising provisions relating to days for sum
mer thoroughbred horseracing; providing for escheat of aban
doned interests in pari-mutuel pools; reviving and readopting,
notwithstanding chapter 79-300, Laws of Florida, ss. 550.12(2)
(c), 550.4904, Florida Statutes, as they existed on July 1, 1979,
and ss. 550.081, 550.09(1), 550.262(3), 550.37(5), 650.42(1), (2),
(4)-(6), Florida Statutes, as amended; repealing ss. 650.069,
660.16(8)-(13), 550.161, 550.163, 550.26, 550.261, 550.30, 550.38,
550.39(3), (4), 650.44, 560.47(2), 551.09(8), 651.13, 551.14, Flor
ida ·Statutes, relating to taxes, fees, commissions, and purses
on pari-mutuel operations, and leases; providing an effective
date.
-was read the first time by title and SB 1054 was laid on the
table.
On motions by Senator Anderson, by two-thirds vote CS for
SB 1054 was read the second time by title and by two-thirds
vote was read the third time by title, passed and certified to
the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-36

Mr. President Gorman
Anderson
Grizzle
Barron
Hair
Beard
Henderson
Carlucci
Hill
Childers, W. D. Holloway
Dunn
Jenne
Frank
MacKay
Gordon
Maxwell

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner

Steinberg
Stuart
Thomas
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-1
Chamberlin
VoLs after roll call:
.
Yea-Don Childers, Johnston
On motion by Senator Henderson, the rules were waived
and CS for SB 1054 was ordered immediately certified to the
House.
On motion by Senator Johnston, the rules were waived by
unanimous consent and the Senate reverted to Introduction for
the purpose of introducing the following resolution out of
order:
INTRODUCTION
By Senators Lewis, Johnston and Don Childers-

Nays-5
Mr. President
Gordon

May 22, 1980

Scarborough

Vote after roll call:
Nay to Yea-Scarborough

Steinberg

Stuart

SR 1378-A resolution commending the members of the Palm
Beach Junior College Women'.s Tennis Team, the coach and
the captain of the team for their accomplishments.
-was read the first time by title. On motion . by Senator
Johnston, SR 1378 was read the second · time in· fulr and
adopted. The vote on adoption was:
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Court costs - attorney's fee

Date
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I
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rence:

CS/SB 762

aevised.

(Senate staf! analysis on S3 762)

I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

As a general rule, ?ayment of attorney fees is t..'1e
responsibility of eac� par�y. This general rule, however,
has many statutory except.i.ons. Within the Florida Statutes
there are many provisions :or the award of attorney f:es
in varying sit�ations. Some of t..'1ese provisions are
- -·· discretionary with. the cou�; ot.b.ers are mandato:::y.
Sowever, t..'1e ,?ractice- of i:es-.:iring t..'1e losi!lg 9arty to
pay his opponent's at�or.:ey fees is c::i=on L." commercial
law. ?revisions for t..�e oavment of attorney fees are
.contained in most cont=acts ·.
Currently, Florida law ?rovides t..'1at an award of attor:iey's
fees must be made to the prevailing 9arty in any civil
action where t..'1ere was a complete absence of a ji.:.st.iciable
issue of eit..'1er law or fact raised by t..'1e losing 9arty,
(57.105,

2.S.).

2lorida, lL�e eac.'1 of t..'1e ot.'1er states, allows a ?arty wit.�
virtual2.y no assets to appear in cou=t. ?revisions are
_mada to insure access to court in c=ilni.�al cases by court
appointment of counsel to =epresent indigent defendants.
In civil matters t..'1is access is often ensured t..'l.rough use
of t..'1e contingent fee ar::a::gerr:ent. Under t..-iis type of
a=:angement, a fee is 9aid to an attor:iey only ii t..':e
client 9rev-ails in t..':e lawsuit; no fee is 9aid if �'l.e
client loses. Contingent :ees are comr:ion in cases
involving products liabili:y, 9ersonal injury, mal2ractice
and ot.'1er tort claims. T.he Coc.e of ?rofessional
Responsibility, 9rcmulgated by t..'l.e ?lorida Su9rerne Court,
endorses t..'l.e use of contingent fees in certai.-i situations
and notes t..'1at t..'1ey often 9rovide t..-ie only 9ractical
means '::iy whic.'l one ca.� ai::crd t::::, 9ay for the services of
a competent lawyer to ?rosec�te �is claim.
-8.

_-...J3z
\.

C'arton

Effect of ?reposed Cianges:
T!1.is '::Jill would requi=e t..'.at t..':e court award attor.:eys
fees to the orevail.L-ic oa=-:v in anv ci•1il action, exceot
against a 9arty t..'l.at is. i::sol•1entor 9over":.y st=id:en. It also ::-ecuires t..':at:. eac.': at-:o=:--.ev ad•1ise :-iis client: i.n
writing of���is sec�ion before i�itiating civil ac�ion.

The losing 9arty in a civil suit. �ill be required :o 9ay
the a.t�orney' s fees of t...�e ?=-�vaili:ig ?a!."ty. �oweve:-,

o:S llJJ
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t.�ere is insufficient cata to cuantifv w at, if any,
effect this may ha·:e on attorn�y' s fe�s n seneral,
jury awards, n1.l!ll1:ers of civil suits, or nsurance rates
for tort-related coverages such as malpractice and ?roducts
liability insurance. A group of insurance companies are
preparing an actuarial study of t.�e i�pact; it rr.ay be
heloful if t.�e Insurance Cor.un.issioner was also recruestad
to do so.
It is possible that the bill would have an i.'1hibi ting
effect on ::iersons of ::ioderate L'1come: t.1-ie ::>ossibilitv
of losing a lawsuit and in so doing acquiring liability
for the legal fees of a pre,railing party, may constitute
a deterrent to filing suits.
3.

Gover.unent:
Inasmuch as t.'le bill ·,1ould also aooly to suits to which
t.'ie state is a ?arty, the state would be liable in the
same manner as any ot.t.er party for t.he attorney fees of
its prevailing opponent. However, the st.3.te of ?lorida
has waived its sovereign .ur.munity for tort suit.s only to
the extent of SS0,000 per claim and $100,000 per inci�ent.
In addition, t.�e sovereign immu.'1ity statute limits
at-::.or:i.ey's fees to 25% of any judgement.
Insufficient dat.3. is ?resently available to calculate
the i.�pact on the state if it were required to ?ay
attorneys fees L'1 each civil case in which it was a losing
party. In addit�on to tort actions, the state .nay be
involved in cases involving condemnation, environmental
questions, bond issues, a�u.inistrative pro=edi.'1gs, etc.

III -

CO.r-<..MENTS :

I= is unclear whet.1-ier t..�is ::irooosal would be viewed bv t..�e
court as an unconstitutionai rest=iction of a ?arty's.right
of access to ��e cou=t because of its det9rren� e£=ect en

t..�e pursuit of a legal re�edy. The proposal =epresen�s a
radical change in t..�e judicial system, a cha.'1ge which has
not been made in any other state. There is case law
supporting n=erous stat��es granting attor.iey fees to t..�e
prevailing party in certaL?J. actions. nowe•,er, t..':e.!:'e is no
judicial precedent on which a prediction ;nay ::ie based as to
the court's response to this �a.'1datory assessffient in all
civil cases.
This bill would create a svstem similar, but not identical
to t.'1.e English system of a�a.:-ding fees. In England, ;:..�e
term "costs" includes attorney fees. Except where ?rovided
othe.rwise by statute or rule of court, costs are awarded at
the discretion of the =urt. As a matter of practice, costs
are awarded to t..'1.e ?revailL"g ?arty, absent factors
justi!ying some special order.
The proposed bill •,1ould .:-equi=e mandatory assessu1ent of
attorney's fees except against a losing party t..1-iat is insolvent
or poverty stricken.

iiB 1133
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It is cruestionable t..,at t.'1is orooosal would have anv im�act
on conti..�gent f�� ar=a..�seme�t; b�cause �1ey are contzac�ual
relationshi2s between L'1e attor�ey and client. �.n award of
atto=ey fees to the ?r::•rail.i...rig :;iarty would apparently be
an offset against t.�e contingent fee owed.
The proposed legislation would represent a r:iajor departure
in manv areas of t.1-ie law beca'..lse it would recruire that t.:.'le
losing-?arty be liable for financing the services of his
opponent's atto.z:ney. Onl.i...�e the contingent fee which comes
into being only when t:-.e party pr-evails and t."lere is property
f=om which t.'le fee can be paid, t..,is liability would exist
because the ?arty did not prevail.
The oroosed language fails to address several areas which
may ?OSe problems:
(1) Questions �ay arise wiL, regard to t.'le definition
of "prevailing party".
a. In a case L,volving comparative �egligence where
t:!le jury finds for t."le Plaintiff but fi.,c.s, for example, t."la t
the Plaintiff is 70% at fa.ult, who is the prevailing par�?
Wi.1.1 attorney fees be assessed agai.,st the defendant, even
t.,ough
he was only 30% at fault?
· -•
b _ wno is t.,e prevai.l.i..'lg party L, a divorce
proceedi.,g? In an adoption proceed.L,g?
c ..,.L'l a case involving multi;ile defendants (::or
example, patient vs. ?hysician, radiologist, and·�ospital),
if t.'1e jury returns a verdict against only t.'1e physician, can
the hospital and radiologist have b.ei: at�oi::1.ey fees assessed
aga.L,;st the plain ti£::?
d. If liability is admitted but the amount of
damages is contested, �,e-9a.r-ties proceed to t.'1e jury and �,e
amount of the jury verdict is less �'"lan ?laintiff's ?ret.iial
demand, will �,e defendant be required to pay t..�e plaintiff's
atto=ey fees?
e. In administrative proceedings (;;-,.1le c:.al.:anges,
envi:onmental cases, etc.) who is t.he ?revaili..'1g :;iarty?
(2) Would t..�is statute supersede all existing statutes
granting attorney fees L'l given situations? �xisting statutes
are based on particular needs and provide for fees within
certain l.i...'Ili.tations.
(3) Will attorney fees be assessed on settlements, or
only for those cases resulting in a jury verdict?
(4) Will die award of attor:1ey fees �e a part of, or in
addition to t..'1e jury verdict? �or example, if the jury retur.i.s
an award which represents L'"le limit of the c.efencant' s insu:ance
coverage, where does the addi t.ional money for the plain ti£.::' s
attorney fees come f:om - from t..'1e insurance (t.'1ereby
reducing t."le plaintiff's award) or from t..�e defendant (t..�ereby
extending his liability beyond bis policy limits)?
(5) How is the court to define "insolvent or poverty
stridcen"?
Stazf analyst
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HB 1133

By Representatives Kutun, Mann, and T. F. Lewis
A bill to be entitled

An act relating to court costs; amending s.

57.105, Florida Statutes; requiring an attorney
fee award to the prevailing party in a civil

proceeding; providing an exception; requiring
notice before initiating a civil proceeding;
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Section 1.
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57.105

Section 57.105, Florida Statutes, is

Attorney's fee.--The court shall award a

1,11 reasonable attorney's fee to the prevailing party in any civil

151 proceeding; however, attorney's fees shall not be awarded
161
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Before initiating a civil proceeding on behalf of a

cli�en�t, it shall be the duty of every attorney to inform the
client, in writing, of the provisions of this section.
Section 2.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1980,

and shall not apply to ilny action filed before said date.

.c C7'
,-. C:
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*****************************************
HOUSE SUMMARY

Requires the court to award a reasonable attorney's fee
to the prevailing party in any civil proceeding unless
the losing party is insolvent or poverty stricken.
Present law requires the awarding of attorney's fees only
when the losing party fails to raise an issue of law or
fact. Requires an attorney to inform his client of the
provisions of the act before initiating a civil
proceeding.
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1133 _
HB _____
SB ______

offered the following amendment:

l___
On page ___

lines

11-23

strike

everything after the enacting clause

and insert: --------------------------------------

Section 1.
(1)

Study Committee on the Recovery of Court Costs.--

There is hereby created the Study Committee on the

. Recovery of Court Costs.

The committee shall be composed of

The persons appointed shall designate one member to

22 members.

serve as chairr.ian, and the com.�ittee shall meet at the call of
the chairman.

Members of the committee shall receive no compensa-

tion but shall be entitled to receive r�imbursement for travel
expenses and per diem as provided in s. 112.061, Florida Statutes.
(a)

The Governor shall appoint members of the committee

as follows:
1.

One member shall be an attorney.

2.

One member shall be a representative of the insurance

industrv.
3.

Three members shall be members of the aeneral oublic

reoresentina the interests of consumers.
4.

One member shall be selected from the judiciary.

:\fr. ______________ moved the adoption of the amendment,
which was adopted.
Form H-62

which failed of adoption.

(b)

The President of the Senate shall appoint

seven members of the committee as follows:
3

1.

One member shall be an attorney.

4

2.

One member shall be a representative of the

insurance industry.
3.

Two members shall be members of the general public

representing the interests of the consumers.

1
0
11
12

4.

Two members shall be members of the Senate.

5.

One member shall be a representative of the

medical profession.
(c)

The Speaker of the House of Representatives shall

appoint seven members of the committee as follows:

13

1.

One member shall be an attorney.

14

2.

One member shall be a representative of the

15

insurance industry.
3.

16
17

representing consumers.
4.

18
19

Two members shall be members of the House of Repre-

sentatives.

20
21

Two members shall be members of the general public

5.

One �ember shall be a represe�tative of t�e medical

profession.

22

(d)

The Chief Justice of the Florida Supreme Court, or

23

his designated representative,shall be a member of the com-

24

mittee.

25

member of the judiciary from a state circuit court to serve on I

26

the committee.

In addition, the Chief Justice shall appoint one othe�
I

27
28
29
3
0
31 I

(e)

I
The Attorney General, or his designated representai

tive, shall be a member of the committee.
(f)

The Insurance Commissioner, or his designated repre

sentative, shall be a member of the committee.
(2)

�he Study Committee on the Recovery of Court Costs
2

shall make a study of the "English system" in which court
2

costs, including reasonable attorney's fees, are awarded to
the prevailing party in all civil proceedings.

It shall be

the goal of the committee to determine the effect such system
In making its study,

5

would have if implemented in Florida.

6

the committee shall consider, but not be limited to, the
effect of such system:

8

(a)

On insurance rates.

9

(b)

As a deterrent or incentive to litigate cases.

10

(c)

As a deterrent or incentive to settle cases before

11

12
13

litigation.
(d)

On statutes which presently address the award of

attorney's fees in particular situations.

14

(e)

On administrative proceedings.

15

(f)

As an incentive to file suit in state courts rathe

16

than federal courts.

17

(g)

On suits involving comparative negligence.

18

(h)

On suits involving multiple defendants.

19

(i)

On suits in which liability is ac.rnitted anc. the

20

21
22

only issue in dispute is tJ1e amount of damages.
( j)

On the amount of damages awarded.

( 3)

�he Study Committee on the Recovery of Court Costs

23

shall report the results of its study to the Governor, the

24

President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of

25

Representatives as expeditiously as possible but no later than I

26

March 1, 1981.

27

At ��at time, it may also recommend legislatio�
I
designed to implement its findings. Upon the rendering of

28

such report and recommendations, the Study Committee en the

29

Recovery of Court Costs shall expire.

30

31

Section 2.

The sum of $70,000 is hereby appropriated

from the General Re•1enue Fund to the Study Co=ittee on the
3

Recovery of Court Costs to be used for the purpose of conducti
2

the study and making the reports required by this act.
Section 3.

4

This act shall take effect upon becoming

law.

5
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yn.. CD11u11lttH o■,____________________________
HB __l_l_3 _3__

title
offered the following/ amendment:
On page ___
l___ !In s 2- 7

SB ______

!trilce

everything

and insert:-------------------------------------an act relating to court costs; creating the Study
Committee on the Recovery of Court Costs; providing
six appointments each to the Governor, Senate President,
and House Speaker; appointing the Attorney General, Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court, and the Insurance Colllr.lissioner, or the representative of each, to the committee;
providing that the purpose of the committee is to study
the "English system" of awarding court costs and attorney's
fees to the prevailing party in civil litigation; providing
an appropriation of $70,000.

Mr.

______________ moved the adoption of the amrndment,

which was adopted.
Fann H-62

which !ailed of adoption.

Proposed Comndttce Substitute:

_SB 762

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to court costs; amending s.57.105,

1

Florida Statutes; requiring an attorney fee award

3

to the prevailing party in a civil action in cir

c uit

.s

court or in appeals therefrom; providing

exceptions; requiring notice before initiating a

6

civil pr;ceeding; providing for

e quitable

distri

bution of fees among prevniling' parties and

8

against nonprevailing parties; providing limita

9

tions on the recovery of such fees against a non

lO

prevailing party; providing an effective date.

11

12

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

13

1�

1.S

read:

16

Section 1 Section 57.105, Flori.da Statutes, is ;,mended to
57.105

Attorney's fees.Cil3xcep_ t__as othcrwi se __provided by

�?w,J_the 'cl'l1e court shall c1w,,rd a renso11<iblc attorney's fee to the

17

prevailing party in any civil act.i�[�ought in __ the d 1·cuit

18

courts and in anl�ppca.l there_frrnff_however,_ attorney_.'.._s fcc_s shall

19

not be awarded_ag_a.inst aer� that .i s_.insoJvent or_poverty

10
11

21

n·
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_ ng__ a_civil action on behalf of

t,
a clien-· it shall be the duty of every attorney to inform the

lJJ

_ __i_1:__writing, of_the provision _of __this _:_<:=._t_�----�-� 1�-���----�ec �l_.ienS
761
_!:J_on�:all __not apply 1_:_o_a n !'_!_�tion
_ brought pursuant to_s.627.73�
.
one or both sides��-�
@lf1e n t:he�is more __than one party_ on
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its award of attorney's fees
allocate
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6
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7
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8
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Sec ti on 2.

shall

This act shall take effect Oclober 1, 1980, and
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SuB.JECT:

Award of Attorney's Fees in
Civil Suits

I.

BILL �O. AND SPONSOR:

SB 762 by Senators
Anderson and
Tobiassen

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
As a general rule, payment of attorney fees is the
responsibility of each party. This general rule, however,
has many statutory exceptions. Within the Florida Statutes
there are many provisions for the award of attorney fees
in varying situations. Some of these provisions are
discretionary with the court; others are mandatory.
However, the practice of requiring the losing party to
pay his opponent's attorney fees is common in commercial
law. Provisions for the payment of attorney fees are
contained in most contracts.
Currently, Florida law provides that an award of attorney's
fees must be made to the prevailing party in any civil
action where there was a complete absence of a justiciable
issue of either law or fact raised by the losing party,
(57.105, F.S.).
Florida, like each of the other states, allows a party with
virtually no assets to appear in court. Provisions are
made to insure access to court in criminal cases by court
appointment of counsel to represent indigent defendants.
In civil matters this access is often ensured through use
of the contingent fee arrangement. Under this type of
arrangement, a fee is paid to an attorney only if the
client prevails in the lawsuit; no fee is paid if the
client loses. Contingent fees are common in cases
involving products liability, personal injury, malpractice
and other tort claims. The Code of Professional
Responsibility, promulgated by the Florida Supreme Court,
endorses the use of contingent fees in certain situations
and notes that they often provide the only practical
means by which one can afford to pay for the services of
a competent lawyer to prosecute his claim.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This bill would require that the court award attorneys
fees to the prevailing party in any civil action, except
against a party that is insolvent or poverty stricken.
It also requires that each attorney advise his clienj:: in
writing of this section before initiating civil action.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The losing party in a civil suit will be required to pay
the attorney's fees of the prevailing party. However,
Page 1 of 3
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there is insufficient data to quantify what, if any,
effect this may have on attorney's fees in general,
jury awards, numbers of civil suits, or insurance rates
for tort-related coverages such as malpractice and products
liability insurance. A group of insurance companies are
preparing an actuarial study of the impact; it may be
helpful if the Insurance Commissioner was also requested
to do so.
It is possible that the bill would have an inhibiting
effect on persons of moderate income: the possibility
of losing a lawsuit and in so doing acquiring liability
for the legal fees of a prevailing party, may constitute
a deterrent to filing suits.
B.

Government:
Inasmuch as the bill would also apply to suits to which
the state is a party, the state would be liable in the
same manner as any other party for the attorney fees of
its prevailing opponent. However, the state of Florida
has waived its sovereign immunity for tort suits only to
the extent of $50,000 per claim and $100,000 per incident.
In addition, the sovereign immunity statute limits
attorney's fees to 25% of any judgement.
Insufficient data is presently available to calculate
the impact on the state if it were required to pay
attorneys fees in each civil case in which it was a losing
party. In addition to tort actions, the state may be
involved in cases involving condemnation, environmental
questions, bond issues, administrative proceedings, etc.

III.

COMMENTS:
It is unclear whether this proposal would be viewed by the
court as an unconstitutional restriction of a party's right
of access to the court because of its deterrent effect on
the pursuit of a legal remedy. The proposal represents a
radical change in the judicial system, a change which has
not been made in any other state. There is case law
supporting numerous statutes granting attorney fees to the
prevailing party in certain actions. However, there is no
judicial precedent on which a prediction may be based as to
the court's response to this mandatory assessment in all
-civil cases.
This bill would create a system similar, but not identical
to the English system of awarding fees. In England, the
term "costs" includes attorney fees. Except where provided
otherwise by statute or rule of court, costs are awarded at
the discretion of the court. As a matter of practice, costs
are awarded to the prevailing party, absent factors
justifying some special order.
The proposed bill would require mandatory assessment of
attorney's fees except against a losing party that is insolvent
or poverty stricken.

,,..,,. ...
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It is questionable that this proposal would have any impact
on contingent fee arrangements because they are contractual
relationships between the attorney and client. An award of
attorney fees to the prevailing party would apparently be
an offset against the contingent fee owed.
The proposed legislation would represent a major departure
in many areas of the law because it would require that the
losing party be liable for financing the services of his
opponent's attorney. Unlike the contingent fee which comes
into being only when the party prevails and there is property
from which the fee can be paid, this liability would exist
because the party did not prevail.
The propsed language fails to address several areas which
may pose problems:
(1) Questions may arise with regard to the definition
of "prevailing party".
a. In a case involving comparative negligence where
the jury finds for the Plaintiff but finds, for example, that
the Plaintiff is 70% at fault, who is the prevailing party?
Will attorney fees be assessed against the defendant, even
though he was only 30% at fault?
b. Who is the prevailing party in a divorce
proceeding? In an adoption proceeding?
c. In a case involving multiple defendants (for
example, patient vs. physician, radiologist, and hospital),
if the jury returns a verdict against only the physician, can
the hospital and radiologist have their attorney fees assessed
against the plaintiff?
d. If liability is admitted but the amount of
damages is contested, the parties proceed to the jury and the
amount of the jury verdict is less than plaintiff's pretrial
demand, will the defendant be required to pay the plaintiff's
attorney fees?
e. In administrative proceedings (rule challenges,
environmental cases, etc.) who is the prevailing party?
(2) Would this statute supersede all existing statutes
granting attorney fees in given situations? Existing statutes
are based on particular needs and provide for fees within
certain limitations.
(3) Will attorney fees be assessed on settlements, or
only for those cases resulting in a jury verdict?
(4) Will the award of attorney fees be a part of, or in
addition to the jury verdict? For example, if the jury returns
an award which represents the limit of the defendant's insurance
coverage, where does the additional money for the plaintiff's
attorney fees come from -- from the insurance (thereby
reducing the plaintiff's award) or from the defendant (thereby
extending his liability beyond his policy limits)?
(5) How is the court to define "insolvent or poverty
stricken"?
This proposal represents an attempt by the Florida Medical
Association and others to offset the recent loss of the
mediation panels. For a report on malpractice litigation and
the possible impact of this proposal thereon, see the attached
memorandum.
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SUBJECT:

I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

In response to a growing concern about rising rates for
medical malpractice insurance and its possible curtailment
of the availability of health care services, the Florida
legislature in 1975 enacted the Medical Malpractice
Reform Act. A major provision of the act was that, before
filing a malpractice suit, the party had to first submit
his claim to a three-member mediation panel for a
determination of actionable negligence. The purpose of
the panel was to eliminate frivolous claims and facilitate
settlement of meritorious claims.

The impact of the mediation panels on litigation of
malpractice claims is uncertain. A survey conducted by
Professor Charles Ehrhardt, FSU College of Law, of 2,162
malpractice suits filed in the circuit courts of Florida
from 1975 through June 30, 1978, shows that in only 36.4%
of the claims studied were mediation hearings held. Of the
malpractice claims surveyed only 3.1% were ultimately
presented to a jury. The others were settled or dismissed.
Of those presented to a jury, 53.2% received verdicts for
the plaintiff/patient and 46.8% for the defendant/physician.
In February 1980, the Supreme Court of Florida declared the
Medical Malpractice Act unconstitutional because of its
"arbitrary and capricious" operation. With the Medical
Malpractice Act having been declared unconstitutional
the plaintiff/patient and defendant/physician now resume
their original places, and the patient may file suit
directly with the circuit court.

As a general rule, payment of attorney fees is the
responsibility of each party. This general rule, however,
has many statutory exceptions. Within the Florida Statutes
there are many provisions for the award of attorney fees
in varying situations. Some of these provisions are
discretionary with the court; others are mandatory.

B.

Currently, Florida law provides that an award of attorney's
fees must be made to the prevailing party in any civil
action where there was a complete absence of a justiciable
issue of either law or fact raised by the losing party,
(57.105, F.S.).
Effect of Proposed Changes:

This proposed bill represents a response to the abolition
of the medical mediation panels and is an attempt to deter
the filing of non-meritorious claims and encourage
settlement of disputes. The bill would require that the
Page 1 of 4
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court award attorney fees to the prevailing party in all
malpractice suits, except against a party that is
insolvent or poverty stricken. It also requires that each
attorney advise his client in writing of this section
before initiating such civil action.
The bill also provides the following:
1. In multiple party suits, the court must allocate
or award attorney fees among the parties based on
principles of equity and fairness.
2. A nonprevailing party's liability for attorney fees
is limited to the amount which is taxed by the court
against that particular nonprevailing party. Under this
provision each of the defendants would be liable for only
that part of the award of attorney fees assessed against
him by the court and would not be jointly liable, i.e., a
prevailing party may not collect the total attorney fee
from one defendant and leave that defendant to seek
reimbursement from the others.
3. A nonprevailing party may limit his potential liability
for attorney fees by making an offer of judgment under
Florida Rules of Civil Procedure 1.442 and admitting his
liability in the suit. If the final judgment is equal
to or less than this party's offer of judgment, then the
prevailing party may not be awarded those attorney fees
which accrued after the admission and offer of judgment.
4. In cases involving comparative negligence, the court
will reduce the award of attorney fees to the extent that
such party contributed to his own loss or injury. For
example, if the jury returns an award for the plaintiff
but finds that the plaintiff was 30% at fault for his
losses, then the court will reduce the plaintiff's award
of attorney fees by 30%.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The losing party in a malpractice suit will be required to
pay the attorney fees of the prevailing party. However,
there is insufficient data to quantify what, if any, effect
this may have on jury awards, number of malpractice suits,
or insurance rates for malpractice coverage. It may be
helpful if the Insurance Commissioner and the insurance
industry were requested to prepare an actuarial study
of the impact.
It is possible that the bill would have an inhibiting
effect on the filing of malpractice suits, and those of
moderate income are the most likely to be deterred. The
poor are judgment proof and statutorily excepted from the
proposal; the rich will be financially able to weigh and
assume such risks. However, the middle income individual
with assets may be deterred from filing a malpractice
suit, regardless of the merit of his claim, because of
the possibility of losing the suit and becoming liable
for the substantial legal fees of the prevailing party.
The Florida Medical Association estimates that the
average attorney fee for the defense of a malpractice
suit is $15,000 to $20,000.
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None.

The issue of the constitutionality of singling out the class
of medical malpractice claims for mandatory award of attorney
fees to the prevailing party could be raised. There is
case law supporting numerous statutes granting attorney fees
to the prevailing party in certain situations. Basically,
the line of cases holds that so long as the classification of
litigants is not arbitrary and is based on some difference
in the classes having a substantial relation to the purpose
for which the legislation is designed, there is no violation
of the due process and equal protection clauses of the
14th Amendment.

Presently, plaintiffs attorneys generally will not take a claim
worth less than $50,000 since the award would not justify the
time and cost involved and at the same time adequately
compensate the client. However, under the proposal, attorneys
may be able to litigate the small claims because they would
be awarded fees in addition to the client's recovery for
injuries.

It is questionable that this proposal would have any impact
on contingent fee arrangements because they are contractual
relationships between the attorney and client. An award of
attorney fees to the prevailing party would apparently be
an offset against the contingent fee owed.

The proposed legislation would represent a significant
departure in the field of medical malpractice because it would
require that the losing party be liable for financing the
services of his opponent's attorney. Unlike the contingent
fee which comes into being only when the party prevails and
there is property from which the fee can be paid, this
liability would exist because the party did not prevail.
The proposed language fails to address several areas which
may pose problems:

(1) Questions may arise with regard to the definition
of "prevailing party".
a. In a case involving multiple defendants (for
example, patient vs. physician, radiologist, and hospital),
if the jury returns a verdict against only the physician, can
the hospital and radiologist have their attorney fees assessed
against the plaintiff?
b. If one of the multiple defendants is dropped
from the suit by the plaintiff, is that dropped party
"prevailing'' and therefore entitled to have the plaintiff
pay his attorney fees? Would it change the results if the
plaintiff, after dropping this co-defendant, prevailed in
his suit?
( 2) Will attorney fees be assessed on settlements, or
only for those cases resulting in a jury verdict?
( 3) Will the award of attorney fees be a part of, or in
addition to the jury verdict? For example, if the jury returns
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an award which represents the limit of the defendant's
insurance coverage, where does the additional money for the
plaintiff's attorney fees come from -- from the insurance,
(thereby reducing the plaintiff's award), or from the
defendant (thereby extending his liability beyond his policy
limits)?
(4) How is the court to define "insolvent or poverty
stricken"?
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L.

In response to a growing concern about rising rates for
medical malpractice insurance and its possible curtailment
of the availability of health care services, the Florida
legislature in 1975 enacted the Medical Malpractice
Reform Act. A major provision of the act was that, before
filing a malpractice suit, the party had to first submit
his claim to a three-member mediation panel for a
determination of actionable negligence. The purpose of
the panel was to eliminate frivolous claims and facilitate
settlement of meritorious claims.

The impact of the mediation panels on litigation of
malpractice claims is uncertain. A survey conducted by
Professor Charles Ehrhardt, FSU College of Law, of 2,162
malpractice suits filed in the circuit courts of Florida
from 1975 through June 30, 1978, shows that in only 36.4%
of the claims studied were mediation hearings held. Of the
malpractice claims surveyed only 3.1% were ultimately
presented to a jury. The others were settled or dismissed.
Of those presented to a jury, 53.2% received verdicts for
the plaintiff/patient and 46.8% for the defendant/physician.

In February 1980, the Supreme Court of Florida declared the
Medical Malpractice Act unconstitutional because of its
"arbitrary and capricious" operation. With the Medical
Malpractice Act having been declared unconstitutional
the plaintiff/patient and defendant/physician now resume
their original places, and the patient may file suit
directly with the circuit court.

As a general rule, payment of attorney fees is the
responsibility of each party. This general rule, however,
has many statutory exceptions. Within the Florida Statutes
there are many provisions for the award of attorney fees
in varying situations. Some of these provisions are
discretionary with the court; others are mandatory.

B.

Currently, Florida law provides that an award of attorney's
fees must be made to the prevailing party in any civil
action where there was a complete absence of a justiciable
issue of either law or fact raised by the losing party,
(57.105, F.S.).
Effect of Proposed Changes:

This proposed bill represents a response to the abolition
of the medical mediation panels and is an attempt to deter
the filing of non-meritorious claims and encourage
settlement of disputes. The bill would require that the
Page 1 of 4
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court award attorney fees to the prevailing party in all
malpractice suits, except against a party that is
insolvent or poverty stricken.
It also requires that each
attorney advise his client in writing of this section
before initiating such civil action.
The bill also provides the following:
1. In multiple party suits, the court must allocate
or award attorney fees among the parties based on
principles of equity.
2. A nonprevailing party's liability for attorney fees
is limited to the amount which is taxed by the court
against that particular nonprevailing party. Under this
provision each of the defendants would be liable for only
that part of the award of attorney fees assessed against
him by the court and would not be jointly liable, i.e., a
prevailing party may not collect the total attorney fee
from one defendant and leave that defendant to seek
reimbursement from the others.
3. A nonprevailing party may limit his potential liability
for attorney fees by making an offer of judgment. If the
final judgment is equal to or less than this party's offer
of judgment, then the prevailing party may not be awarded
those attorney fees which accrued af ter the admission and
offer of judgment.
4. In cases involving comparative negligence, the court
will reduce the award of attorney fees to the extent that
suth party contributed to his own loss or injury. For
example, if the jury returns an award for the plaintiff
but finds that the plaintiff was 30% at fault for his
losses, then the court will reduce the plaintiff's award
of attorney fees by 30%.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The losing party in a malpractice suit will be required to
pay the attorney fees of the prevailing party. However,
there is insufficient data to quantify what, if any, effect
this may have on jury awards, number of malpractice suits,
or insurance rates for malpractice coverage. It may be
helpful if the Insurance Commissioner and the insurance
industry were requested to prepare an actuarial study
of the impact.
It is possible that the bill would have an inhibiting
effect on the filing of malpractice suits, and those of
moderate income are the most likely to be deterred. The
poor are judgment proof and statutorily excepted from the
proposal; the rich will be financially able to weigh and
assume such risks. However, the middle income individual
with assets may be deterred from filing a malpractice
suit, regardless of the merit of his claim, because of
the possibility of losing the suit and becoming liable
for the substantial legal fees of the prevailing party.
The Florida Medical Association estimates that the
average attorney fee for the defense of a malpractice
suit is $15,000 to $20,000.
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None.

COMMENTS:
The issue of the constitutionality of singling out the class
of medical malpractice claims for mandatory award of attorney
fees to the prevailing party could be raised. There is
case law supporting numerous statutes granting attorney fees
to the prevailing party in certain situations. Basically,
the line of cases holds that so long as the classification of
litigants is not arbitrary an l is based on some difference
in the classes having a subsLantial relation to the purpose
for which the legislation is designed, there is no violation
of the due process and equal protection clauses of the
14th Amendment.
Presently, plaintiffs attorneys generally will not take a claim
wort 1 1 less than $50,000 since the award would not justify the
time and cost involved and at the same time adequately
compensate the client. However, under the proposal, attorneys
may be able to litigate thr small slaims because they would
be awarded fees in arlditin• '·.o the client's r--, covery for
injuries.
It is questionable that this proposal would have any impact
on contingent fee arrangements because they are contrRctual
relationships between the attorney and client. An award ol
attorney fees to the prevailing pa'· J would ar·· ,. "'ltly be
an offset against the contingent fee owed.
The proposed legislation would represent a significant
departure in the field of medical malpractice because it would
require that the losing party be liable for financing the
services of his opponent's attorney. Unlike the contingent
fee which comes into being only when the party prevails and
there is property from which the fee can be paid, this
liability would exist because the party did not prevail.
The proposed language fails to address several areas which
may pose problems:
(1) Questions may arise with regard to the definition
of "prevailing party".
a.
In a case involving multiple defendants (for
example, patient vs. physician, radiologist, and hospital),
if the jury returns a verdict against only the physician, can
the hospital and radinlogist have their attorney fees assessrd
against the plaintiff?
b. If one of the multiple defendants is dropped
from the suit by the plaintiff, is that dropped party
"prevailing" and therefore entitled to have the plaintiff
pay his attorney fees? Would it change the results if the
plaintiff, after dropping this co-defendant, prevailed in
his suit?
(2) Will attorney fees be assessed on settlements, or
only for those cases resulting in a jury verdict?
( 3) Will the award of attorney fees be a part of, or in
addition to the jury verdict? For example, if the jury returns
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an award which represents the limit of the defendant's
insurance coverage, where does the additional money for the
plaintiff's attorney fees come from -- from the insurance,
(thereby reducing the plaintiff's award), or from the
defendant (thereby extending his liability beyond his policy
limits)?
(4) How is the court to define "insolvent or poverty
stricken"?
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to court costs; amending s.

3

57.105, rlorida Statutes; requiring an attorney

.j

fee award to the prevailing party in a civil

5

proceeding; providing an exception; requiring

6

notice before initiating a civil proceeding;
providing an effective date.

8
9\ Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of norida:
10
11

Section 1.

Section 57.105, norida Statutes, is

12\ amended to read:
57.105

I3

Attorney's fee.--The court shall award a

ldl reasonable attorney's fee to the prevailing party in any civil
151 proceeding; however, attorney's fees shall not be awarded
161 �ainst a pa__ rJ:_y_th_at is insolvent or poverty_ stricken ae!::i:eR
171 :i:R-wAieR-ehe-ee8fE-fiRes-ERae-�hefe-was-a-eeml3±ete-aeseRee-ef
181 a-j8se:i:eiae±e-iss8e-e€-e:i:ehef-±aw-ef-faee-fa:i:see-ey-ehe-}esiR�
191 f3af1=y.

Before_i·nitiating a civil proceeding on behalf of a

201 client, it shall be the duty_ol_ ev_ery_attorney_ to inform the
21\ client, in writin51,__ of the_provisions of this section.
22

Section 2.

This act shall take effect ·october 1, 1980,

23\ and shall not apply to any action filed before said date.
2d

25

*****************************************

26

HOUSE SUMMARY

27

Requires the court to award a reasonable attorney's fee
to the prevailing party in any civil proceeding unless
the losing party is insolvent or poverty strick�n.
Present law requires the awarding of attorney's fees only
when the losing party fails to raise an issue of law or
fact. Requires an attorney to inform his client of the
provisions of the act before initiating a civil
proceeding.

28
29
JO
31

1
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to attorney's fees in medical
malpractice actions; requiring an attorney fee
award to the prevailing party in a medical

5

malpractice action; providing exceptions;

6

requiring notice before initiating such a civil
proceeding; providing for equitable

8

distribution of fees among prevailing parties

9

and against nonprevailing parties; providing

10

limitations on the recovery of such fees

11

asainst a non�revailing party; ?roviding an

13

W�S�SAS, the Legislature res?onded in 1975 to the
15 dramatic rise in professional liabili ty insurance premiums for
_16

Florida ;:ihysicians and the resulting threat to the continui:.g

1i

availability of health care in the state by creating medical

13

liability mediaticn panels, and

19

W���s�s, the ?lorida Supreme Court determined in Aldana
v. Holut>, No. 53,612 (?eb. 28, 1980), that the jurisdiction'al
peciod ?rovided for in the mecical mediation act had proven to
be arbitrary and ca?ricious in its operation which rendered
the act unconstitutional, and
WHE���S, a significant increase in professional
lia�ility insurance ?re�:u�s is ex?ectec cue to tr.e invalidity
i
!

.. ---··-·
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WH�REAS, an alternative to the mediation panels is

2 needed which will similarly screen out claims lacking
J

merit, and

WHEREAS, individuals rec;uired to pay attorneys'

in

fees to

5 the prevailing party will seriously evaluate the merits of

6

potential medical malpractice claims, NOW, THEREFORE,

s

Be It Enacted by the Legislat�re of the State of Florida:

9
10

11

Section 1.

Attorney's fees in medical malpractice

actions.--�xcept as otherwise provided by law, the court shall

12 l a...., a r c c

r e a son c:: l e a t to rne y 's f e e to the ? r e v a i l i n g ? 2. rty i n

131 any civ:l action 1,,•hich involves

2.

claim for damages by reason

lJ

of injury, death, or rr.oneta:y loss on account of alleged

16

pocietrist, hospital, or health maintenance organization;

15

malpractice by any medical or osteopathic physician,

17

however,

19

a civil action an behalf of e client,

lS

attorney's fees shell not be awardec egai;ist a p2rty

that is insolvent or !)overty stricken.

3efore initiating such

it shall be the c:uty of

20

the attorney to inforr:i his client, in writing, of the

22

en one or both sides of an action, the court shall cllocate

21

23
2�

provisions o.: this section.

When there is more than one :=,c.:-ty

its aware of cttorney's :ees er.ions prevailing parties and tax

such fees agei.,st non!)revcilinc; ;:,arties i:1 cccorccnce with the
!;i no event s�cll a

2
�:_.'.____'.:�:
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accrue subsesuent to such admission and off�r o: judgment if
, the final judsment is not more favorable to the ?revailing
3 party than the of fer.

The court shall reduce the amount of

� attorney's fees awarded to a prevailing party in proportion to
s the degree to which such party is determined by the trier of
6 fact to have contributed to his own loss or injury.
Section 2.

If any provision of this act or the

8 application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
9 invalid, the in validity shall not a ffect other provisions or
10

a?plications of the act which can be given effect without the
invalid provision or applicatio�, and to this end the
?revisions o: this act are declared severajle.
Section 3.

�his act sha�l ta�e e:Eect October l, 1950,

and shall not apply to any action filed before said date.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
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STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES cu�TAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 762

Requires a court to award attorney's fees to the
prevailing party only for medical malpractice actions.
Provides for equitable allocation of fees among multiple
parties and separate liability for each fee. Provides for
an exception for a party who admits liability and makes
offer of judgment if final judgment is not more favorable.
Provides for reduction of award in proportion to determination
of degree of comparative negligence.
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EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED CS/SB 762

This proposed com,n.i.Ll:ce .c;uusti l:ute hc1s been developed
to address a number of specific issues which l1ave been revised
concerning Senate Bill 762 in the form in which it was intro
duced.
1.
Page 1, lines 16 and 17 - This exception excludes
those existing statutory provisions which already provide for
an award of attorney's fees under various circumstances.
There
are over forty such provisions in the statutes, including such
major areas os workers' compensation, family law, eminent domain,
and mechanic's liens. These areas already have a well-established
body of interpretive law and it is inappropriate to disturb the
balance of public policy considerations which already exist.
2. Page l, line 18 - This provision limits the appli
cability of the bill to actions brought in circuit court and
It thus excludes actions in county court as
appeals therefrom.
well as appeals arising from administrative proceedings pursuant
to Chapter 120, Florida Statutes.
3.
Page 1, line 25 - This exempts automobile liability
actions in which the plaintiff exceeds the no-fault threshold
from provisions of the bill.
1. Page 1, lines 27-30 - This sentence addresses multi
party situations and requires the court to allocate an award (or
burden) for attorney's fees among the parties in accordance with
equitable principles.
5. Page 1, line JO and page 2, lines 1-3 - This pro
vision restricts a nonprevail.ing party's liability for attorney's
fees to the amount which is actually assessed against him by the
court and thus precludes his potential liability for the entire
award against all nonprevailing parties under the theory of joint
and several liability.
6. Page 2, lines 3-5 - This provision allows a defen
dant to limit his responsibility for the attorney's fees fo the
plaintiff through an admission of liability. The plaintiff would
still be entitled to an award for the portion of his fees which
accrued prior to the de(endant's atlmii,sion.
7. Page 2, lines 5-8 - This provision addresses situa
tions in which compar�tive negligence is determined as between
the parties.
It requires the court to offset an award of fees
to the pievailing party to the extent tli�t such party contributed
to his own loss or injury.
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TO:

Senate Commerce Committee

FROM:

Donald S. Fraser, Jr., Director, Legislative Affairs

RE:

Award of Attorney Fees to Prevailing Party (SB 762)

SB 762, relating to award of attorney fees to the
prevailing party in civil litigation, is on the Commerce
Committee agenda for today.
In order to accommodate objections raised by some
segments of the insurance industry, a committee substitute
will be offered. Attached for your review is a copy of
the proposed committee substitute for SB 762 with a
brief outline of the changes being made.
We urge your favorable consideration of the committee
substitute.
04-97/54
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By Representatives Kutun, Mann, and T. F. Lewis
I\ b ill to be entitled
/\n act relating to court costs; amending s.
57.105, Florida Statutes; requiring an attorney
fee award to the prevailing party in a civil
proceeding; providing an exception; requiring
notice before initiating a civil proceeding;
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
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reasonable attorney's fee to the prevailing party in any civil
proceeding; however, attorney's fees shall not be awarded
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Attorney's fee.--The court shall award a
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Section 57.105, Florida Statutes, ls
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Section 1.
amended to read:

4P1-wh4eh-the-ee���-€4nds-tha�-the�e-was-a-eomple�e-absenee-o€
a-1�s�+e4ahle-4�s�e-oE-e4ehe�-law-o�-�ae�-ra4sed-hy-the-loe4n�
paEty.

Before initiating a civil proceeding on behalf of a

cl lent, It shall be the duty of every attorney to Inform the
client., in writing, of the provisions of this section.
Section 2,

This act shall take effect October 1, 1980,

and shall not apply to any action filed before said date.

······························�··········
HOUSF: SUMMARY

Requires the court to award a reasonable attorney's fee
to the prevail Ing party In any civil proceed lng unless
the los jng party is Insolvent or poverty stricken.
Present law requires the awarding of attorney's fees only
when the losing party falls to raise an Issue of law or
fact. Requires an attorney to Inform his client of the
provisions of the act before initiating a civil
proceeding.
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I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

As a general rule, ?ayment of attorney Eees is ��e
responsibility of each par�,. This general rule, however,
has many statutory exceptions. Within the Florida Statutes
the� are many provisions for the awa=d of attorney fees
in varying situations. Some of ��ese provisi ons are
----discretionary wit!l the cour.:; others are mandatory.
gowever, the ?ractice of ces�iring t.�e losing party to
oav his opponent's attor::ev fees i.s c-::-rnmon i.n commercial
ia�. Pro�isions Eor ��e payment of attorney fees are
.contained in most cont=acts.
Cu=ently, Florida law provides ��at an award of attor.1ey's
fees must be mace to ��e prevailing party in any civil
action where t.�ere was a comolete absence of a justiciable
issue of eit.�er law or fact raised by ��e losing ?arty,
(57.105, 2.S.).
Florida, lL<e eac.� of ��e ot.�er 5tates, allows a ?arty wiL�
vi.r-';:Ually no assets to appea= i.n court. ?:-ovisions are
_made. to insure access to court i.n c=i.mi.nal cases 1:Jy court
appointment of counsel to :epresent indigent defendants.
In civil matters �,is access is often ensured t..1rough use
of the contingent fee ar=ar.gerr:ent. Under t.'1is type '.Jf
ar.:angement, a fee is paid :o an attor.1ey only i.f t.1e
client prevails i:1 t.':e lawsuit; no fee is ?aid if t..1e
client loses. Contingent :2es are comr:ion in cases
involving products liability, ?ersonal injury, mal�r�ctice
and ot�er tort clai��- The Coce of Professional
Responsibility, promulgated 1:Jy t.'1e 21orida Supreme Court,
endorses t.'1e use of conti�gent fees in certain situations
and notes �,at ��ey often ?rovide t.'1e only ?ractical
means '::Jy which one can af::crd to ;,ay Eor the services of
a competent lawyer to prosec�te his claim.
-B.

Effect of ?reposed C.�anges:
This ':Jill would requi=e t.1at t..':e court award attor.-.eys
fees to the prevaili..ng -;;ia=ty i.n � ci•,il action, exce?t
against a party t..�at is i.nsol 1ent or ;:ioverty stric'.<en.
It also reauires �':at eac.1 att'.J=:--,ev ac.·,ise his client Ln
writing of ·t.'1is section befoce i."litiating civil ac'.:ion.
1

II.

C:CONOMIC !:iP.11.C'!' .'1..ND F!SC::>L �10:::::
A..

Public:
T:-:e losing ?arty in a civil suit will be required :'.J ;,ay
the at-torney' s :ees of the ?:"evaili:,.g ;:,arty. �oweve:::-,
?:!ge l c: 3
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�'1.ere is insufficient cata to ��antify what, if any,
effect this may ha·:e on attorney':; fees in c,eneral,
jury awarcs, nU!l\l:ers of civil suits, or insurance rates
for tort-related coverages such as malpractice and products
liability insurance. A group of insurance companies are
preparing an actuarial study of ��e i�pact; it rr.ay be
heloful if the Insu=ance Commissioner was also reauested
to do so.
rt is possible that the bill would have an L"lhi.biting
ef.fect on oersons of ::iocerate income: t.'1.e :iossibilitv
of losing� lawsuit and i n so doing acquiri;g liability
for t.!ie legal fees of a pre,railing party, may constit'.lte
a deterrent to filing suits.
3.

Government:
Inasmuch as t.'1.e bill •,1ould also aoolv to suits to which
t.'1.e state is a ,:,arty, the state would be liable in the
same manner as any oti:er party for �'1.e atto.rney fees of
its prevailing opponent. However, the state of :lorica
has waived its sovereign immunity for tort suits only fu
tlle extent of $50,000 per claim and $100,000 per inci�ent.
In addition, the sovereign immunity statute limits
attor:iey's fees to 25\ of any judgement.
Insufficient data is ?resently available to calc�late
t.b.e L.ipact on the state if it were required to :::,ay
attorneys fees in each civil case in which it was a losing
?arty. In addition to tort actions, the state may oe
involved in c ases involving condemnation, environmental
questions, bond issues, a�-n.in.istrative proceedings, etc.

III.

CO.M!-!ENTS:

It is unclear whet.'1er this ;:,roposal would be riewec. by t.':e
court as an unconstitutional rest=iction of a ?arty's right
of access to t.he COUI"t because of its deterrent ef:ect en
t.'1.e pursuit of a legal remedy. The proposal ::-epresan":s a
radical change in the judicial system, a c:1ange '.Jhic:1 has
not been made in any other state. There is case law
supporti.ng �wnero�s statutes granting attor.iey Eees to t.'1.e
prevailing party in certain actions. However, t.".ere is no
judicial ;:,recedent on which a prediction may oe based as to
the court's response to this �a.�datory assessment in all
civil cases.
1

This bill woulc. create a system similar, but not ic.entical
to t..'1.e C:nglish system of awarding fees. In C:nglanc., t.'"le
term "costs" includes attorney fees. Except where provided
ot.'1er�ise by statute or rule of court, costs are awarded at
the discretion of the =urt. �s a matter of practice, costs
are awarded to t..'1e prevailing party, absent factors
justifying some special order.
The proposed bill •,1ould requi.:-e mandatory assess;nent of
attorney's fees except against a losing party t.'1.at is i�solvent
or poverty stricken.
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It is questionable L'1at �'1is ?=oposal would have any irn?act
on contingent fee ar=angements because �.ey are contractual
rel a tionshi.is between the a ttor::ey and client. -� award of
attorney fees to t he p re•.railing party would apparently be
an of=set against L�e contingent fee owed.
The proposed legislation would represent a major de?arture
in manv areas of the law bec::i.'..!se it. would recuire that the
losing-?arty �e liable for financing t.he se�ices of his
opponent's attorney. Gnl��e the contingent fee which comes
into being only when t.!-:e party p:cevails and ��ere is proper":y
f=om which �"le fee can be paid, t.'1is liability would exist
becau�e the party did not prevail.
The oroosed language fails to address several areas which
may pose problems:
(ll Questions may arise wi�'1 regard to �,e definition
of "prevailing party".
a. In a c�se involving compa=ative negligence where
L'1e jury finds for L'1e Plaintiff but :.L,ds, :or example, t�at
the ?laintiff is 70% at fault, •,.;ho is t.he prev ailing ;:,ar":y?
Will attorney fees be assessed agaL,st �"le defendant, even
L'1ough
· -·
· he was or.ly 30% at fault?
b. Who is the i,:,revail.i.ng i,:,arty L, a di•rorce
proceed.L,g? In an ado?tion ?roceedL,g?
c .. ,-In a case involvino multi::ile defendants (;:or
example, patient vs. 2hysician, �adiologist, and -�ospital),
i£ L'le jury ret�rns a verdict against only t..'1e physician, can
the hospital and radiologist have �'1.ei= atto'ney tees assessed
against the plaint.if::?
d. If liability is acrnitted but the amount of
damages is contested, t..�e parties proceed to �,e jur/ and t..'1e
amount of the jury verdict is less than 1:il aintiff' s ?retilal.
demand, .,..ill t..,e defendant be required to pay the 1:ilaintiff's
attorney fees?
e. In ad.minis ttative t;iroceedings ( r.1le c:ial.:.enges,
envi.:::-orunental cases, etc.) •,.;ho is the ?revail.ing ?arty?
(2) Would �,is statute SU?ersede all existing statutes
granting attorney fees L, given situations? Sxisting statutes
a.re based on ?artic�lar needs and provide ;:or fees .,..it..'1.in
certain limitations.
(J) Will attorney fees be assessed on settlements, or
only for those cases resulting in a jury verdict?
(4) Will the award of attor:1ey f:ees ::ie a part of, or in
addition to t..'1e jury verdict? ror example, if the jury returns
an award which represents t..'1.e limit of the c.e.Eencant's insu=ance
.coverage, •,.;here does the additional money for the plainti£::' s
attorney fees come from - from t.he insurance (�'1.ereby
reducing t..'le plaintiff's award) or Erom t.he cefendant ( there.by
extending his liability beyond his policy limits l ?
(5) How is the court to define "insolvent or poverty
strld::en "?
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
In response to a growing concern about rising rates for
medical malpractice insurance and its possible curtailment
of the availability of health care services, the Florida
legislature in 1975 enacted the Medical Malpractice
Reform Act. A major provision of the act was that, before
filing a malpractice suit, the party had to first submit
his claim to a three-member mediation panel for a
determination of actionable negligence. The purpose of
the panel was to eliminate frivolous claims and facilitate
settlement of meritorious claims.
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The impact of the mediation panels on litigation of
malpractice claims is uncertain. A survey conducted by
Professor Charles Ehrhardt, FSU College of Law, of 2,162
malpractice suits filed in the circuit courts of Florida
from 1975 through June 30, 1978, shows that in only 36.4%
of the claims studied were mediation hearings held. Of the
malpractice claims surveyed only 3.1% were ultimately
presented to a jury. The others were settled or dismissed.
Of those presented to a jury, 53.2% received verdicts for
the·rlaintiff/patient and 46.8% for the defendant/physician.
In F�bruary 1980, the Supreme Court of Florida declared the
Medical Malpractice Act unconstitutional because of its
"c1rbitrary and capricious" operation. With the Medical
Malpractice Act having been declared unconstitutional
the plaintiff/patient and defendant/physician now resume
their original places, and the patient may file suit
directly with the circuit court.
As a general rule, payment of attorney fees is the
responsibility of each party. This general rule, however,
has many statutory exceptions. Within the Florida Statutes
there are many provisions for the award of attorney fees
in varying situations. Some of these provisions are
discretionary with the court; others are mandatory.
Currently, Florida law provides that an award of attorney's
fees must be made to the prevailing party in any civil
action where there was a complete absence of a justiciable
issue of either law or fact raised by the losing party,
(57.105, F.S.).
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
This proposed bill represents a response to the abolition
of the medical mediation panels and is an attempt to deter
the filing of non-meritorious claims and encourage
settlement of disputes. The bill would require that the
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court award attorney fees to the prevailing party in
all malpractice suits, except against a party that is
insolvent or pbverty stricken. It also requires that each
attorney advise his client in writing of this section
before initiating such civil action.

II.

The bill also provides the following:
1. In multiple party suits, the court must allocate
or award attorney fees among the parties based on
principles of equity.
2. A nonprevailing party's liability for attorney fees
is limited to the amount which is taxed by the court
against that particular nonprevailing party. Under this
provision each of the defendants would be liable for only
that part of the award of attorney fees assessed against
him by the court and would not be jointly liable, i.e.,
a prevailing party may not collect the total attorney fee
from one defendant and leave that defendant to seek
reimbursement from the others.
3. A nonprevailing party may limit his potential liability
for attorney fees by making an offer to allow judgment in a
specified amount to be taken against him. If the final
judgment is equal to or less than this party's offer of
judgment, then the prevailing party may not be awarded those
attorney fees which accrued after the offer of judgment.
4. In cases involving comparative negligence, the court
will reduce the award of attorney fees to the extent that
such party contributed to his own loss or injury.
For example, if the jury returns an award for the plaintiff
but finds that the plaintiff was 30% at fault for his losses,
then the court will reduce the plaintiff's award of
attorney fees by 30%.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The losing party in a malpractice suit will be required to
pay the attorney fees of the prevailing party. However,
there is insufficient data to quantify what, if any, effect
this may have on jury awards, number of malpractice suits,
or insurance rates for malpractice coverage. It may be
helpful if the Insurance Commissioner and the insurance
industry were requested to prepare an actuarial study
of the impact.
It is possible that the bill would have an inhibiting
effect on the filing of malpractice suits, and those of
moderate income are the most likely to be deterred. The
poor are judgment proof and statutorily excepted from the
proposal; the rich will be financially able to weigh and
assume such risks. However, the middle income individual
with assets may be deterred from filing a malpractice
suit, regardless of the merit of his claim, because of
the possibility of losing the suit and becoming liable
for the substantial legal fees of the prevailing party.
The Florida Medical Association estimates that the
average attorney fee for the defense of a malpractice
suit is $15,000 to $20,000.

B.

Government:
:1one.
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COMMENTS:

The issue of the constitutionality of singling out the class
of medical malpractice claims for mandatory award of attorney
fees to the prevailing party could be raised. There is
case law supporting numerous statutes granting attorney fees
to the prevailing party in certain situations. Basically,
the line of cases holds that so long as the classification of
litigants is not arbitrary and is based on some difference
in the classes having a substantial relation to the purpose
for which the legislation is designed, there is no violation
of the due process and equal protection clauses of the
14th Amendment.
Presently, plaintiffs attorneys generally will not take a claim
worth less than $50,000 since the award would not justify the
time and cost involved and at the same time adequately
compensate the client. However, under the proposal, attorneys
may be able to litigate the small claims because they would
be awarded fees in addition to the client's recovery for
injuries.
It is questionable that this proposal would have any impact
on contingent fee arrangements because they are contractual
relationships between the attorney and client. An award of
attorney fees to the prevailing party would apparently be
an offset against the contingent fee owed.
The pro�osed legislation would represent a significant
departure in the field of medical malpractice because it would
require that the losing party be liable for financing the
services of his opponent's attorney. Unlike the contingent
fee which comes into being only when the party prevails and
there is property from which the fee can be paid, this
liability would exist because the party did not prevail.
The proposed language fails to address several areas which
may pose problems:
(1) Questions may arise with regard to the definition
of "prevailing party".
n. In a case involving multiple defendants (for
example, patient vs. physician, radiologist, and hospital),
if the jury returns a verdict against only the physician, can
the hospital and radiologist have their attorney fees assessed
against the plaintiff?
b. If one of the multiple defendants is dropped
from the suit by the plaintiff, is that dropped party
"prevailing" and therefore entitled to have the plaintiff
pay his attorney fees? Would it change the results if the
plaintiff, after dropping this co-defendant, prevailed in
his suit?
(2) Will attorney fees be assessed on settlements, or
only for those cases resulting in a jury verdict?
(3) Will the award of attorney fees be a part of, or in
addition to the jury verdict? For example, if the jury returns
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an award which represents the limit of the defendant's
insurance coverage, where does the additional money for the
plaintiff's attorney fees come from -- from the insurance,
(thereby reducing the plaintiff's award), or from the
defendant (thereby extending his liability beyond his policy
limits)?
(4) How is the court to define "insolvent or poverty stricken"?
ADDENDUM
The companion Senate bill (CS/SB 762) was passed by both houses.
Staff Analyst Terry Butler
Staff Director Jack Herzog
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This proposed bill, if amended to apply to malpractice only,
represents a response to the abolition of the medical mediation
panels and is an attempt to deter the filing of non-meritorious
claims and encourage settlement of disputes. This bill would
require that the court award attorney fees to the prevailing
party in all malpractice suits, except against a party that is
insolvent or poverty stricken. It also requires that each attorney
advise his client in writing of this section before initiating
such civil action.
Principal benefits which will accrue upon passage of H8 1133 are:
1.

The number of non-meritorious or unuisance value" suits will
be reduced.

2.

Defendants will be encouraged to settle meritorious suits
prior to trial.

3.

The courts will thus be freed up to handle meritorious
issues.

4.

By allowing recovery of attorney fees, both plaintiff and
defendant will be made "whole" as result of being allowed
full recovery for grievances.

The bill also provides the following:
1.

In multiple party suits, the court must allocate or award
attorney f�es among the parties based on principles of
equity and fairness.

2.

A nonprevailing party's liability for attorney fees is
limited to the amount which is taxed by the court against
that particular nonprevailing party. ·under this provision
each of the defendants would be liable 1.for only that part
of the award of attorney fees assessed against him by the
court and would not be jointly liable, i.e., a prevailing
party may not collect the total attorney fee from one
defendant and leave that defendant to seek reimbursement
from the others.

3.

A nonprevailing party may limit his potential liability
for attorney fees by making an offer of judgment under
Florida Rules of Civil Procedure 1.442. If the final judgment
is equal to or less than this party's offer of judgment, then
the prevailing party may not be awarded those attorney fees
which accrued after the admission and offer of judgment.

-24.

In cases involving comparative negligence, the court will
r�ciuce the award of attorney fees to the extent that such
party contributed to his own loss or injury. For example,
if the jury returns an award for the plaintiff but finds
that the plaintiff was 30% at fault for his losses, then
the court will reduce the pl aintiff's award of attorney
fees by 30%.
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on

Thursday, May
(date)

I. v' 1.
v·2.
V J.

v •1 •
v5.
vr , ,
v7 ,
V13.

8,

1980, to consider:

lrn 1428 - Sadowski - Community college district board
of trustees
PCB 128 - Florida Insurance Exchange
IIB 1078 - w��instock - Requiring conversion privilegeg
for former spouse
PCB i26 - Motor vehicle insur,mce - excess pro.fits
PCB il4 - l-lodical and hospital fee schedule
PCS/llB 1391 - J.W. Lewis - Losneg caused by fire or lightning
PCS/liB 249 - Fox & Dyer - Fire prevention and control
HB 405 - Hieber ·· Motor vehicle insurance

�:r·- ---::-=-���-= -o.::-i�-a-- -:c -£-:-;�--at=>?"e-:�..!:.:J.-e-rtff�T ..;::- t>i-::tn
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II.
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v:!t___ J.!J2_ .E2£--=-----8-1 -:-:�.;.-:1.

11'10.

l?CS/HH 1064 (Eector) and IIH 1419 (Hagler) - Noticeo of
injury or cfoath
HB 1323 - O't';,,.11,�y - Supplemental economic benefit covorag,,
J,

From subcommittees:
A. Subcommittee II (Non-auto casualty):
v'J.. OS/Im 526 (Conway) and HB 1278 (Conway) - Catastrophic
health insurance
"'2. · HB 1133 - Kutun, I-Iann, & Tom Lewis - Court costs
(Testimony only; no vote will be taken on this bill
at the mect:i.ng) .
"3. HB 937 - Ward -· Credit property insurance
v1J. HB 1051 - Ward - Pnmeod funeral services contr.,�ct1:1
0;
.,. HD 422 - Gustafson - Reservation of rights
T3.

eubconunitt�o III {Overview) 1

Pcs/H l!.'i7C v1:·�/lrn 976 - Bell - Division of Inauranco J:'ral1<i
l!B fl!j) -· Kirrnr - S<cilf.··instu·�,ra
�.
-----3, PCB ll22 •· Medigap - 'l'entiroony only; no vote will be
tnken at this meeting.
III. J>i.lls with unfavor;;1b:Le reportB frc:n Subcomrnittee II:
�- HE 677 - A.}.::. Johnson - Boller safety regulations
2. HB 548 - O'Malley - Insurance agents and adjusters
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W:LlHam J::� Sadowski

"">

° Chairman

5/6/80
Notices sent to all committee members and sponsors
5/7/80
Notices to: Governor's office, Speaker's office, Majority Office,
ce, SE:nate Commerce Committee
.
.
.
.
Minori tv O;l:£ith1,s
I cert-,,fy th-,,s not-,,ce was f1,Zed
not1,ce was· rece1,vea 1,n tne
I t!ert1,fy
i·
Office of the Sergeant at Arms at
M.ay 6
19 �o'clock, on

White - to be posted
Canary - Ca 1 endar
Pink • Computer
Goldenrod - your f1le

H-14(1976)

Sergeant at Arms

by me

in the Office .of the Sergeant at Arms and
the Office of the CZerk on Mny G
19� and copies have been sent to the
introducers of the bills listed thereon
as required by House Rules 6.2 and 6.4.
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Series

I.

Florida Medical Association

J�.
'--/2.

B.

C.

2.
3�

4.

S.
6.

III.

1.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Mr. Vince rtio, State ?a� I�sur�nce

Mr. Jim Brainerd, Assistant Oirector, Florida
Insurance Council
Mr. Jim Massie, The Alliance of A.i�erican Insurers
Mr. Harry Landr1.1Ill, .:'i.meric.3.Il Insu=ance Association

Others

5B 1423 - Sadowski - Community college district board
of t-""Ustees
PCB �23 - Florida Insurance Exchanges
lIB 1078 - Weinstock - Requiring conversion privileges
for insured forner spouse
PC3 j25 - Motor vehicle iJsurance - excess profits
PC:3 H� - !1edical 3.nd hospital :ee schedule
PCS/EB 1391 - J.ll. Lewis - Losses caused by :ire or lightning
PCS/E3 249 - ?ox & Dyer - ?ire ?revention and control
EB 405 - Hieber - Motor vehicle insurance
PCS/HB 1064 (Hector) and EB 1419 (Eagler) - Notices of
injury or death
EB 1323 - O'M.alley - Supple.mental economic benefit coverage

From subcommi t'"tees:

A.

B.

V.

Prentiss Mitchell, �ational Association of Independent
Insurers (NAI:).
Mr. ?.ugh E. ?.ay, Executive Director, Florida Associa
tion of Domestic Insurance Companies, Inc.

Interim report by Representative Jon Mills on PC3 *22 relating
�o Medi.gap insurance, which is under consideration by
Subcommittee III (Ove.c"riew)
A vote on this bill will not be
taken at this meeting.
2.
3.

Dl.

Mr. �chael C. Maher, President, M'TL
Mr. Eric Tilton, Consultant

Insurance industry representatives:
1.

D.

Mr. John French, Legislative Cou.'lsel, F . .:1 • .A.
Mr. Douglas w. Goudie, .:i.ttorney ·,1it.:1 :i= of
Thompson and Rogers, Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Academy of Florida '!'rial Lawyers
1.
2.

II.

7i

Testimony on HB 1133 - Kutun, Mann, and Tom Lewis - Cour.:. costs
A vote will not be taken on t...�is bill at this meeting.
A.

Subcommittee II (Non-auto casualty)
1. CS/!:IB 525 (Conway) and nB 1278 (Conway) - Catastrophic
health insurance
2. lIB 937 - Ward - Credit �roperty insurance
3. lIB 1051 - War:. - Preneed funeral services contr=.cts
4. 83 422 - Gustafson - Reservation of riahts
Subco=ittee III (Ove:::view) :
1. PCS/HE 976 - Bell - Division of Insurance rraud
2. HB 853 - Kiser - Selz-insurers

Bills with unfavorable re?orts :rem Subcommittee II:
1. EB 677 - A.E. Johnson - 3oiler safety regulations
2. HE 548 - O'Malley - Insurance agents and adjusters

u

*Due to the heavy schedule of test��ony, ��ere is little lixelihood
that there will be sufficient t��e to consider all of the �ills
on the agenda.
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Subject -----------------------------H-16(1976)
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Testimony on HB 1133 - Kutun, Mann, and Tom Lewis - Court costs
A.

Academy of Florida Trial Lawyers
1. Mr. Michael C. Maher, President, AFTL
2. Mr. Eric Tilton, Consultant

B.

Insurance industry representatives:
1. Mr. Prentiss Mitchell, National Association of
Independent Insurers (NAII)
2. Mr. Vince Rio, State Farm Insurance
3. Mr. Jim Brainerd, Assistant Director,
Florida Insurance Council
4. Mr. Jim Massie, The Alliance of American Insurers
5. Mr. Harry Landrum, American Insurance Association

C.

The Florida Bar
1. Mr. Richard McFarlain, General Counsel
2•
Mr. Robert Parks, Chairman, Florida Bar Legislation
3.
Mr. Buddy Jacobs, Florida Bar - Trial Lawyers' Section

D.

Florida Medical Association
1. Mr. John French, Legislative Counsel, F.M.A.

E.
II.

©@lPU

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
NOTE:

Others
HB 1428 - Sadowski - Community college district board
of-trustees
PCB #28 - Florida Insurance Exchanges
HB 1078 - Weinstock - Requiring conversion privileges
for insured former spouse
PCB #26 - Motor vehicle insurance - excess profits
PCB #14 - Medical and hospital fee schedule
PCS/HB 1391 - J.W. Lewis - Losses caused by fire or
lightning
PCS/HB 249 - Fox and Dyer - Fire prevention and control
HB 405 - Hieber - Motor vehicle insurance
PCS/HB 1064 (Hector) and HB 1419 (Hagler) - Notices of
injury or death
HB 1323 - O'Malley - Supplemental economic benefit coverage
HB 1237 - Brantley - Dealers in explosives
PCB #22 - Medigap
There may not be sufficient time to consider all of
the bills on this agenda.
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Thursday, May 15, 1980
214 Capitol
3:30 P. M.
I.

II.

III.
IV.

V.

Bills carried over from meeting on Tuesday, May 13:
1. HB 1133 - Kutun, Mann, and Torn Lewis - Court costs
2. PCB #28 - Florida Insurance Exchanges
3. HB 1078 - Weinstock - Requiring conversion prileges
for former spouse
4. PCB #26 - Motor vehicle insurance - excess profits
5. PCB #14 - Medical and hospital fee schedule
6. PCS/HB 1391 - J.W. Lewis - Losses caused by fire or lightning
7. PCS/HB 249 - Fox and Dyer - Fire prevention and control
8. HB 405 - Hieber - Motor vehicle insurance
9. HB 1323 - O'Malley - Supplemental economic benefit coverage
10. HB 1237 - Brantley - Dealers in explosives
11. PCB #22 - Medigap
12. PCS/HB 1064 (Hector) and HB 1419 (Hagler) - Notices of injury
or death
From Subcommittee II (Non-auto casualty):
1. CS/HB 526 (Conway) and HB 1278 (Conway) - Catastrophic
health insurance
2. HB 937 - Ward - Credit property insurance
3. HB 1051 - Ward - Preneed funeral services contracts
4. HB 422 - Gustafson - Reservation of rights
5. HB 872 - Price - Diversification of investments of insurers
6. PCB #25 - Products liability reporting
7. PCB #27 - Florida Patient's Compensation Fund
8. HB 930 - Mann - The Insurance Code
From Subcommittee III (Overview):
1. PCS/HB 976 - Bell - Division of Insurance Fraud
2. HB 853 - Kiser - Self-insurers
1.
2.
3.
4.

PCB #29
HB 1185
HB 1275
HB 1341

-

Dental service plan corporations
Hattaway - Insurance risk apportionment plan
Hattaway - Limiting age policy provision
Hattaway - Group life insurance policies

Bills with unfavorable reports from Subcommittee II (Non-auto
casualty) :
1. HB 677 - A.E. Johnson - Boiler safety regulations
2. HB 548 - O'Malley - Insurance agents and adjusters
3. PCS/HB 74 - Liberti - Self-insurance of educational facilities
4. CS/HB 339 - Committee on Community Affairs & Kutun Public officers and employees
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